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SUMMARY

An investigation was made in the Lsngley low-turbulence pressure
tunnel to determine the effect of size and Location of a ssndpaper me
of roughness on the Reynolds number for transition. Transition was
observed by means of a hot-wire amnometer located at various chordtise
stations for each position of the roughness. These observations indi-
cated that when the roughness is sufficiently submerged in the boundary
leyer to provide a substantially linear variation of boundary-l~er
velocity with distance from the surface up to the top of the roughness,
turbulent “spots” begin to appesr immediately behind the roughness when.
the Reynolds number based on the velocity at the top of the roughness
and the roughness height exceeds aval.ue of approximately 600.

*
At Reynolds numbers even slightly below the critical value (value

for transition), the sandpaper type of roughness introduced no measurable
disturbances into the lsminar layer downstream of the roughness. The
extent of the roughened area
on the critical value of the

does not appear to have an =portant effect
roughness Reynolds number.

INTROIXJCTION

An extensive correlation of transition data for individual three-
dimensional roughness psz’titleswas made by Ioftin in reference 1. This
correlation was made in terms of a local roughness Reynolds number based
on the roughness height smd the veloci~ at the top of the roughness,
a form suggested by Schiller in reference 2 and employed by Tani in refer-
ence 3. Reasonably consistent values of the critical roughness Rqruolds
number were obtained by Loftin in reference 1, so long as the roughness
was sufficiently submerged in the boundary l~er to provide a velocity

● variation that was substantially linesr tith distance from the surface
up to a height equal to the height of the roughness. Schwartzberg and
Braslow in reference k showed that this critical value of the roughness

T
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Reynolds number was not greatly increased, wen when
wss stabilized to small two-dimensional disturbances
of area suction. Similar correlationswere obtained
Schubauer, and Tidstrom (ref. 5).

~~A ~ 3858

the boundsry leyer
by the application
by Klebanoff,

u

b–

The difference in charact= for transition as caused by three-
dimensional roughness (spheres cemented to the surface) from that caused
by two-dimensional roughness (full-span cylindrical wire laid on the
surface parallel to the leading edge) i.scle_mly shown by Klebanoff,
SchubaueT, and Tidstrom in reference 5. Most of tie recent data dealing
with the effects of two-dimensional roughness on boundary-layer transition
have been sumnarizedby Dryden (ref. 6) for the case of zero pressure
gradient in the form of curves of the ratio of the transition Reynolds
number in the presence of roughness to the transition Reyuolds number for
the model smooth plotted against the ratio of the height of the roughness
to the boundary-layer thickness. In this Q_pe of plot, the assumption
is mede that transition will occur some distance downstream of the rough-
ness and will gra@ally approach the roughness position as the Reynolds
number is increased.

The data of reference 1 suggested, and those of reference 5 con-
firmed, the conclusion that three-dimensional roughness elements either
had no effect on the boundery layer (subcritical condition) or, within
a very narrow range of either speed or height of roughness, caused tran-
sition to move substantially up to the element itself.

.

A remaining problem is the question of the proper criterion for the #

effects of roughness when interaction between the elements is a possi-
bility, as, for exsmple, in the case of randcznlydistributed roughness.
Such randamly distributed roughness cofiesponds to the practical case
where the leading age of the wing m~ in effect become sand blasted or
covered with a sandpaper type of roughness. h this connection, it mey
be noted that the results of tests of airfoils with roughened leading
edges (refs. ~ and 8) appeared to indicate the possibility that such
roughness would have an effect on the airfo~l characteristics only whe”n
the Reynolds number based on the roughness height and the free-stream
velocity exceeded a critical value which seemed to be independent of the
roughness size and the size and shape of the airfoil. It is not apparent
that such a criterion is consistent with the concept of a constant crit-
ical value of the local roughness.ReynoliLsnumber b-ed on the velocity
at the top of the roughness.

The present experiments were csrried out for the purpose of deter-
mining the transition-triggering characteristics of such three-
dimensional rou@ness particles when the roughness particles are randomly .
distributed in a close pattern such se ,in~~ssndpaper type of roughness,
as well as of exsmining the relation between the &o previously mentioned
three-dimensional rouglness criteria. Ii was also desired to obtain the *
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necessary experimental information In such a wsy as to show the details
of the transition phenomenon more clearly than would be indicated by
time averaged veloci~ or total-pressure boundary-layer measurements.

The investigation wu made in the Langley low-turbulence pressure
tunnel at Mach n.hers ranging from 0.15 to 0.25 by use of sm 85-inch-
chord NACA 65(215)-114 airfoil section that completely spanned the

36-inch-wide test section. ‘Ibisairfoil is the same model on which
extensive Mminar flow studies were reported in reference 9. The occur-
rence of transition at vsrious chordwise positions for each roughness
position was determined by meam of a hot-wire smemometer. A great many
qualitative indications of the nature of the flow in the boundary layer,
as well as a few quantitative messtirertentsof the level of the velocity
fluctuations in the boundary layer, were obtained by this method.

SYMBOLS

k

c

x

s

u.

u

u

~k

u’

%0

distance normal to surface of airfoil

total boundary-layer thickness where
;=l”O ‘ntk

K6rm6n-Pohlhusen method

height of projection

chord of airfoil

distance from airfoil leading edge measured along the chord

distance from airfoil forwerd stagnation point messured along
the airfoil surface

free-stresm velocity

local velocity just outside boundary lsyer

local atreamwise component of velocity inside boundary layer

value of u at top of roughness projection

root-mean-square value of the streamwise component of fluctu-
ating velocity

free-stresm dynsmic pressure
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v coefficient of kinematic viscosity

R= airfoil Reynolds number based on chord and free-stream
velocity, UmC/V

Rk projection Reynolds nunber based on roughness height and
velocity at the top of the roughness, Ukk/v

‘km projection Reynolds number based on roughness height and free-
.

stream velocity, U&/v

R’ Reynolds nmber per foot of chord
velocity, urn/v

% Reynolds number based on momentum
velocity

based on free-stream

thickness G smd local

e maentum thickness of the boundary layer, j; ;~ - :)dy

Subscripts:

t Reynolds number

min minimum value

at which transition takes place

#

u

.

P:

APPARATUS AND TESTS

The tests were made in the Langley low-turbulencepressure tumel
on an 85-inch-chord NACA 65(215)-lIh airfoil section (fig. 1.),which com-

pletely spanned the 36-inch width of the test section. The turbulence
level of the tunnel at the speeds involved in this investigation is only
a few hundredths of 1 percent. A description of the tunnel is given in “- “-
reference 10 and a detailed description of the model is given in refer-
ence 11. The surface finish of the model waE such that lsminar flow
could be maintained to the 50-percent-chordpoint up to a Reynolds num-

.
ber of 14 X 10b, a value substantially the ssme as that obtaina pre-
viously in references 9 and 11 with the ssme model.

The pressure distribution of the mcdel was measured from the lesding
age region back to approxtiately 65 percent of the chord by means of ● -

0.008-imch-diameter pressure orifices drilled into the surface. Partic-
ular care was taken to provide numerous orifices nesr the leading edge .
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so that the location of the forwsrd stagnation point could be accurately
determined. The nondimensional velocity distribution calculated from the
measured pressure distribution along the upper surface is presented in
figure 2.

The appesmnce of transition was determined by use of a hot-wire
anemometer using a platinum iridium wire of 0.CX)03-inchdiameter ~d
of 3/32-inch length. Figures 3 and 4 are photographs of the hot-wire
holder. The output from the hot-wire anemometer was fed into an oscil-
loscope and the traces on the cathode-ray tube were recorded on 35 milli-
meter film by a special csmera setup. The traces thus recorded were
correlated with the tunnel velocity, wire position, and roughness loca-
tion. The type of wire used in this investigation was one which was
sensitive only to variations in the u-component of velocity. The wire
was compensated for heat-capacity lag at one test condition, and this
compensation setting was used for all observations. The cutoff frequency
of the amplifier was about 12,000 cycles.

The tests were msde with the leading edge of l/&-inch roughness
strips 1 inch in span (fig. 4) located along the center line of the model

1 inches fram the forward stagnationat various positions from
i

inch to
%

point measured along the surface and for full-span area-distributed
roughness (fig. 1) from the forward stagnation point to 6 inches and to
12 inches back of the forwa?d stagnation point. The roughness h all
cases was provided by m application of either No. 60 or No. 120 Car-
borundum grains, of grit sizes that met the specifications of refer-
ence 12. The grains were thinly spread over the surface to cover ~ to
10 percent of the surface area and were cemented by a thin coating of
shellac applied.before the roughness grains were spread. A CIOSeup Of
the roughness as applied to the m@el is presented as figure 5.

Ingemeral, the No. 60 smdNo. 120 Carborundum particles projected
above the surface about O.011 inch and 0.005 inch, respectively; however,
the msximumparticl.e height in each patch is also of interest. During
the course of the investigation, although each roughness patch was exam-
tied csrefulllytith the unaided eye, the height of the particles was not
measured. Following completion of the tests, a series of ten patches
1/4 inch by 1 inch of both sizes of grain were applied to a surface In
the sane manner used in applying the grains to the airfoil surface, snd
each of these patches was exsmined with a 1~-power shop microscope to
determine the actual particle height. The results of this examination
are shown in figure 6, which shows the probability of finding at least
one roughness psrticle of a given height in one patch of roughness. The
curves of figure 6 show that, for No. 123 Carborundum grain of 0.005-inch
nominal size, it is virtually certain that each patch would have at lesst
one psrticle projecting 0.008 inch above the surface, and about ~ per-
cent of the patches would have at least one paticle 0.009 inch high,
whereas the chances of finding a particle 0.012 inch high would be very
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small. Similsrly, for the No. 60 cubo?mndmn of O.011-tich Dominal size,
it is virtually certain that every patch will centah at least one pm-
ticle 0.016 inch high and approximately ~ percent of the patches wi12.
have at least one particle 0.018 inch high, whereas the chances of finding
a psrticle 0.021 inch high in any patch is very small. The probable maxi-
mum height of a particle for No. 120 cerborundwn is therefore taken as
0.009 inch, and the probable maximum height of a psrticle for No. 60 csJ?-
borundm is taken as 0.018 inch.

For each position of roughness, the hot-wire measurements were @e
at a sufficient number of chordwise positions back of the roughness to
make possible determination of a curve of Reynolds number for transition
as a function of chordwise position of-the wire.

Some of the preliminary measurements were made with full-span strips
of roughness l/4-inch wide. The relatively narrow width of the strip
was chosen in order to permit correlation ~f transition with local
boundsry-lqfer conditions. When these measuranents were msiie,it was
found that, occasionally, the first indications of tr~ition were
obtained at a substantially lower tunnel speed for a downstream position
than for more forward positions. In each such case, reexamination of
the strip of roughness showed one or more prticles in an off-center
location projecting above the general level of the roughness. Becau8e ._
of the manner in which turbulent flow spre–Eds,such unusually high pro-
jections affected the downstream observations but not the upstresm ones.
In order to facilitate inspection of the strip of roughness, its spanwise
extent was reduced to 1 inch. Such small roughness strips were removed
and reapplied two or more times, and the initial.appearance of turbulence
in each case occurred at very nearly the same Reynolds number; these
results indicated that such roughness strips could be satisfactorily
duplicat%”d.

BOUNDARY-LAYERCALCULATIONS

In order to correlate the occurrence.of transition with local
boundary-layer conditions, it is of course necessary to know the velocity
distribution in the boundary lsyer for all locations at which the rough-
ness is placed. These lsminar boundary-layer characteristicswere calcu-
lated according to the method outlined inzeference 13, that is, essen-
tially by the K&rm&n-Pohlhausenmethod aa modified by Walz (ref. 13,
ch. 12, sec. B). This method is swmwcized in this section.

The momentum thickness 13 of the botihdarylqyer w be computed
from the following equation:

u

—

—.

*

w

.
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(1)

The velocity distribution in the boundary layer may be obtained as

fo11OWS:
Q2 dU

The form psrsmeter K iS deftied aS ~ ~ ~ as

The form parsmeter K is related to the Pohlhausen shape parameter

A
_ 52 au

as fo11OWS
~ax

(37’ A
)

12 2
K= —-—-—

315 945 9072
A

The psmmeter A mqy also be written as

()

d ~~

A~A2 m

d(~)

where

8 RcAEZ r

(3)

(k)

E~s,tiOn (3) is then solved for
in the boundsry l~er may be obtained

u– = F(q) +
u

where

A, and the velocity distribution
by using the following expression

?@ v) (5)
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The measured velocity distribution over the airfoil used in these calcu-
a

lations is presented in figure 2. The boundary-layer parameters A
and A were calculated by the use of the aforementioned relations and
the measured velocity distribution.

.
The shape parameter A is plotted

against s/c in figure 7, and the nondimensional boundsry-l~er thick-

ness A or @ as a function of s/c is given in figure 8. In order

to facilitate the calculations involved in the analysis of the data, the
nondimensional velocity distribution u/Urn is abo presented in figuze ~

~ ~cas a function of c r for various chordwise positions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Eot-wire traces of the time vsriation of velocity in the boundary
layer as observed for various locations of the roughness are shown in
figure 10. For each location of roughness, observations were made at
various positions downstream throughout.the.range of speed necesssry to
include the transition phenmnena at the point of observation. Tb the
left ofieach hot-wire trace is a short tick which indicates the corre-
sponding value of the Reynolds number p“erfoot of chord as read on the
vertical scale of the figure. The chordwise location of the point of
observation of each group of hot-wire traces is indicated at the bottom

.

of the figure, as is the height of the wire above the surface in thou-
sandths of an inch. Also shown in the figure is the time scale for the

—-

traces.
8

Time increases from left to right...It should be noted that
the amp~fier gain setting for the traces shown in figure 10(a) was the

—.

ssme for all traces. This procedure resulted in substantially a straight
line for the lsminar traces. In parts (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) of fig-
ure 10, however, the amplifier gain was increased for the conditions corre-
sponding to cmnpletely lsminar flow, and the traces for this condition,

—.

therefore, show some velocity fluctuations. These fluctuations, however,
are of a completely different character from those corresponding to tur-
bulent flow.

h general, transition appears to stqrt as disturbances of very
short duration that occur comparatively infrequently at a position just
behind the roughness. As the position of observation moves downstream
and the speed is kept constant, the frequency of the turbulent bursts
does not appear to chemge, but the duration of each burst becomes longer.
This phenomenon is shown very clesrly in figwre”lO(b) at a Reynolds num-

ber of O.kkX 106. Figure 10 also shows that each burst of turbulence is
followed by a condition termedby Schubauer md Klebmoff (ref. 14) ~ a
“logarithmicdecrement” type of velocity variation.

.
The increase in

duration of individual bursts with distance downstream of the roughness
is consistent with the description of the origin of transition given in .
reference 14; that is, it is consistent with the concept of trsmsition
beginning as turbulent spots that stsrt in the vicinity of the roughness

—

and grow as they move downstream.
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A quantitative sumnary of the data of figure 10 is given by the data
presented in figure 11. Each part of figure 11 consists essentially of
a pair of curves. The lower curve of each pair gives approximately the
lowest value of the Reynolds number per foot at which any turbulent
bursts were observed for a given location of the roughness plotted againtit
the observation position. The upper curve gives the maximum value of the
Reyuolds number per foot at which any traces of lmninar flow could-be
detected. b other words, for conditions corresponding to the lower
curve, the flow was nearly always lsminsr, and for those corresponding
to the upper curve, the flow was nearly always turbulent. Examination
of the various parts of figure Xl indicates that the lowest speed at
which any turbulent flow could be found was substantially independent of
the position of observation. This is generally true except for the most
forwsrd observation positions where, because of the extremely short dura-
tion of the bursts, they were difficult to observe and, es a result, these
points may be plotted at too high a value of the unit Reynolds number.

The value of the speed at which the flow is nesrly completely turbu-
lent decreases appreciably as the point of observation moves downstream
for the more forward roughness locations (figs. n(a) and (b)). This
trend is aa would be expected if turbulence began as a series of turbu-
lent bursts originating at or nesr the roughness and increasing in size
as they moved downstream. For the more downstream positions of the
roughness (figs. Il.(c)to U.(f)), the upper and lower curves almost
coalesce; that is, the speed range between fully lsminar and fully turbu-
lent flow almost vanishes. The data on which figure,ll is based include
many more observations than those presented in figure 10, which are merely
representative ssmples of the oscilloscope records.

Quantitative observations of the root-mean-square values of the
fluctuations were made both with end without roughness through the “speed
range corresponding to that for which turbulence occumed when roughness
waa present. ~ical exsmples of these measurements we presented in
figure 12 as functions of the free-stresm velocity. From figure U?, it
is seen that the root-mean-square level of fluctuations in the lsminsr
boundary Qyer, even at positions as far downstream aa 50 percent of the
chord, is as low on the airfoil with roughness present as on the smooth
airfoil. It thus appears that, at speeds below those at which turbulent
bursts occur, the presence of the roughness does not result in any meas-
urable disturbance in the boundsry layer that would hasten transition.
It is therefore to be presumed that, at speeds belaw the critical speed
for the roughness, no upstresm movement of the transition region would
occur even if the model were sufficiently long for transition to occur
naturally in the region of favorable pressure gradient.

This type of phenomenon, therefore, appears to be strongly con-
trasted to the manner in which transition occurs when it is caused by
two-dimensional disturbances. The data for the two-dimensional type of
disturbance have been summarized in reference 6. This summary indicates
that, for the case of two-dtiensional disturbances, the roughness intro-
duces Into the boundary lsyer a measurable disturbsmce which grows until
trusition occurs.

-—
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If, as seems likely from an examination of the oscillograph records
#

(see fig. 10), transition associated with the type of roughness of the
present investigation results from the fo~ation of discrete eddies or
disturbances originating at the roughness.psrticles, it should be possi-

r–

ble to relate the occurrence of such disturbances to the chsracteri~tfcs
of local flow about the roughness. That is, if all the roughness pe@i-
cles are regsrded as being geometrically stiilar, and if the roughness
is regsr?dedas being sufficiently submerged in the boundary layer to
provide substantially linear velocity variation from the surface to the
top of the roughness, discrete eddies should form when the Reynolds
number of the flow about the roughness reaches a critical value. This
concept is not new; it was proposed by Schiller (ref. 2) and used by
Loftin in analyzing the data presented in reference 1. -.

This view is supported by the data presented in figure 13, which
is a plot of the.critical Reynolds number Rk,t based on the height of

the roughness and the velocity at the top of the roughness as a function
of the chordwise position of the roughness. The velocity at the top of

—

the roughness was found either from the theoretical boundsry-l~er calcu-
lations previously described or, if the roughness projected completely
through the boundary layer, from the meastied pressure distribution.
For all roughness positions more than 0.025c from the forward stagnation
point, the critical roughness Reynolds number Rk,t w substantially

constant within rather close limits. For positions nearer the forward *

stagnation point than 0.025c, the critical roughness Reynolds number

‘k,t increased rasrkedly. It is ta be noted that, for positions nearer

the forward stagnation point than 0.025c,_the ro~ess protruded ne~~
●

through the boundary layer, and, for the three positions closest to the
forward stagnation point, the roughness protruded completely through the
bounikry lsyer. (See fig. 14.) It is entirely possible that for the
range of conditions of the present tests,_the boundary layer over the
region of the airfoil in the vicinity of the forward stagnation point
was sufficiently stable to cause small eddies originating at the rough-
ness to be dsmped out before they travelled downstream far enough to
affect the less stable hninar boundary lsyer farther downstream. At

-—

any rate, these results indicate that if the height of the roughness
particle 1s so small that the roughness Reynolds number is less than 600
based on msxhmm particle si.ze.orless then ~ based on ntial particle
size, the roughness is not lsrge enough to cause transition. This state-
ment appears to be valid even for roughness heights several times the
boundary-layer thickness. The order of magnitude of the critical rough-
ness Reynolds ntiber is within the range of those found by Ioftin (ref. 1)

-.

and is not much different from the value found by Schwartzberg and Brasluw
(ref. 4).

.
The extent of the roughened area does not appear to have an important

effect on the height of roughness necesssz’yto cause transition. When the
grains of roughness were spread from the leading edge to 6 inches or . ~..
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12 inches back of the leading edge (fig. 1), the airfoil Reynolds number
at which transition occurred was substantially the ssme as for a spot of

roughness 1 inch in span and @ inch in chord located from 2 to ~ inches
%

from the forward stagnation point. This location (that is, the position
at whfch, for given free-stream conditions, the value of the roughness
Reynolds number Rk wsa a maxtium) was approximately the most critical

location for the height of roughness used.

APPLICATION OF RESULTS

An examination of the consequences of the inference drawn from the
preceding discussion, nsmely, t~-t transition occurs when the local
roughness Reynolds number Rk exceeds a value of 600, is of interest.

The nature of these consequences will be exsmined with particular refer-
ence to the airfoil studied in the present investigation by calculating
the critical conditions for various heights of roughness. Figure 15
shows the variation of the roughness Reynolds number Rk for 0.018-inch

roughness particles with position along the surface for several values
of the airfoil Reynolds number. The roughness position for msximnan Rk

does not vsxy rapidly with airfoil Reynolds number and occurs when the
height of the roughness is slightly less than the total boundary-layer
thickness. For far forward roughness positions, Rk is low because of

the low value of the potential flow velocity near the forward stagnation
point. For fsr rearwsrd roughness positions, Rk is lowbecause the”

roughness is deeply buried i’nthe boundary layer.

Several sets of calculations of this nature were made for different
heights of roughness. The results are summarized in figures 16 and’17.
For each height of roughness, the position along the surface corresponding
to a maximum value of Rk was found, and the value of Rc corresponding
to a value of Rk of 6C0 at this location was then calculated. This

value of Rc is the smallest value at which a value of Rk of 600 can

be obtained with the roughness of a given height situated at any position
along the surface. Figure 16 gives the relation between the minimum crit-
ical airfoil Reynolds number and the most sensitive location of the rough-
ness, with the height of the roughness as a psr%uneterfor a fixed value of
the critical roughness Reynolds number of 600. F@e”17 plots the s-e

information in a slightly different msnner. Here the minimum value of
the critical airfoil Reynolds number for a roughness Reynolds number

‘k,t of 600 for roughness situated at the most sensitive location is

plotted against the ratio of the roughness height to airfoil chord. From
figure 17, it iS Seen that the curve of Rc,~ for Rk,t = 600, when

plotted as a function of k/c on log log paper, is nearly a straight line
with a slope of -1. This result, of course, indicates that Rk,m, which
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is the product of k/c * Rc,m~, is approximately constant ad equal
.

to about 68o. If this value of %,. = 6&I is used ss a criterion for

transition, it becomes a simple matter to determine whether a given height “
of distributed roughness will cause transition for a given airfoil Reynolds
number. If this criterion is expressed in terms of the notial size of the
roughness grain, the corresponding CritiCal value of Rk,rn is 415. This

criterion agrees very well with the data presented in references 7 and 8.

Although a particular pressure distribution was involved in the
determination of the simple criterion ‘k,m . 61?Q,it seems reasonable

that the critical value should not be very sensitive to the particular
type of pressure distribution. In general, if it is assumed that the
value of Rk,t is 600 for the case where the height of the roughness

is less than the total boundary-layer thiclmess and is at least as large
or larger for roughness that projects through the boundary lsyer, this
condition will correspond to a value of ‘k)m of about 6~ if the air-

foil has a reasonably extensive region of low pressure gradient with a
velocity outside the boundary lsyer approxhtely equal to the free-
stream velocity. Consider, for example, the case of a flat plate with
uniform pressure. If the roughness is so far forward that it projects

—

through the boundsry lsyer, the value of Rk will nOt C-e with fUr-

ther forward movement of the roughness. The data of figure 13 sea to
indicate, however, that the value of

<
‘k,t has its lowest value when

the roughness is just completely imnersed in the boundary layer. For
this case, the value of Rk,t is 600 and the correspofifng value of .

Rk,m for a flat plate would be only slightly greater than this value

and thus would not differ greatly from the value of 68o found for the
present airfoil.

—

.-

The minimum size of roughness that can be eqsily detected or the
size of the splattered remains of insects...srerelatively fixed values
completely independent of wing size. ~ view of these conditions, the

(

Um
)

significance of the unit Reynolds number R* = ~ immediately becomes

clesr. For exsmple, if k is the height”of the splattered remains of

insects, then if R’ is so small that Rk,m is less than about 68o,

the r~ains of the insects should not cause prmature transition. If,
for the sake of discussion, it is assumed that the height of the insect
r~i~ or the minimum size of roughness that can be easily detected iS

about 0.001 inch, the critical value of R’ will be about 8.2x ld.
This value of the unit Reynolds number R’ for transition is in general
agreement with values considered acceptable on the basis of wind-tunnel .

experience in the Langley vsriable-density and low-t-bulence pressure
tunnels. EI the variable-density-tunneltests, in which R’ was usually .
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about 7 X l&, a fair smount of difficulty was
the leading edge of the airfoils smooth enough
results for the maximum lift coefficients. b

13

experienced in maintaining
to obtain consistent
the law-turbulence-pressure

tunnel, essentially no difficulty was experienced in obtaining the-design

lsminsr flow for a unit Reynolds number R’ = 1.5X 106 and only occa-

sional difficulties for R’ = 3 X 106; however, for R* above these
values, the difficulty of obtaining extensive lsminar flows increased
markedly.

Figure 18 translates this criterion into more easily appreciated terms.
The critical size of roughness for an assumed free-stresm Mach number of 1.0
has been computed as a function of altitude by using NACA stsndard atmosphere
(ref. 15). At sea level, the critical size is about 0.001 inch. This
increases to about 0.002 inch at 20,000 feet and 0.010 inch at 60,000 feet.
For altitudes above ~,000 or 40,000 feet, it does not seem lJkely that
accidental surface roughness should mske it difficult to obtain extensive
lsminar flows. Of course, built-in roughness such as lap or butt Joints,
surface waviness, or rivet heads might still be sufficiently large to
cause trsmsition.

CONCILJSIONS

A low-speed insrestigationin the Langley low-turbulence pressure
tunnel to determine the effect of graim height and location on the tran-
sition characteristics of sandpaper type of roughness on an NACA
65-series airfoil section indicates the following conclusions:

1. If the roughness is sufficiently submerged in the boumdary layer
to give substantially linear variation of the boundary-layer velocity
with distance from the surface up to the height of the roughness, tur-
bulent spots begin to appesr immediately behind the roughness when the
Reynolds number Rk, based on the velocity at the top of the roughness

and the roughness height, exceeds a critical value ‘k,t of approxi-

mately 600.

2. At Reynolds numbers even slightly beLow the critical value, the
ssndpaper type of roughness introduced no measurable disturbances into
the lsminsr layer downstream of the roughness.

3. The most sensitive position for roughness grains of a given size,
that is, the roughness position for which the critical value of the model
Reynolds number is least, is that at which the roughness height is slightly
less than the total lsminsr boundsry-lsyer thickness.
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4.
have an
number

5.

The chordwise extent of the roughened mea does not appear to
.

importsat effect on the critical value of the roughness Reynolds
Rk,t. .

If the airfoil has a reasonably extensive region of low pressure
gradient with a velocity outside the boundary layer ~pproximatefi equal
to the free-stream velocity and roughness so distributed over the leading-
edge region as to include the most sensitive position, the condition

‘k,t = 600 maybe approximately replacedby the more easily calculated

condition Rk,m = 6~, where Rk,~ is the”ReynoliLsnumber based on the

size of the roughness and the free-stresm velocity.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Lsmgley Field, Va., August 15, 1956.
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Figure 1.- Three-qum%er view of ~-inch-chord NACA 65(~5] -1.14airfoil. section with No. 60 car-

bcmmdum grsins from forward simgnat ion point to 1.2-tich station.
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Figure 2.- Nondtiensional velocity distribution outside of the bound~y
layer for NACA 65(215)-114 airfoil section at angle of attack of OO.
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Figure 3.- Hot-wIre holder used in investtgathm.
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(a) Roughness located from 0.25 to O.~ inch from forwsrd st~tion petit.

Figure IL.- Reynolds number per foot at which transitim occurs at various chordwise positions

for anNACA 6S(a5J-114 airfoil section with No. &l a@No. 120 carborundumat various chord-

wise positions.
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